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Trauma, Attachment and Creative Modalities for Grounding,
Soothing, and Containment
Fall Workshop continued from page
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3 Contact Hours for this Event
November
2, 2018
│ 9:30am-2:00pm
Earn 3 Contact Hours for attending
this event;
continental
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included in the registration cost.
The Hilton Garden Inn
3950 Fair Ridge Dr., Fairfax VA
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Early Bird
Register online at http://www.nvlpc.org at any time.
Clinical/General
$ 125
Student/Resident/Retired
$ 45
Checks are only
accepted on the day of the event.
If you wish to secure a discount, you must register online and pay with a credit card.
Non-Members
All
Categories
$
135
$ 145
$ 155
Walk-in registrations will be accepted on the day of the event starting at 8:45 AM. To cancel, please call or email 24 hours
in advance or you will be charged for the event. If NVLPC cancels an event, you will be refunded the cost of the event.

NON-MEMBER
Register online at
any time.STUDENTS & RESIDENTS CAN JOIN NVLPC & ATTEND THIS EVENT FOR A TOTAL COST OF $90.
Visit nvlpc.org before to join and register at this discount rate

Checks are only accepted on the day of the event. If you wish to secure a discount, you must
register online and pay with a credit card.
Walk-in registrations will be accepted on the day of the event starting at 9:00 AM.
To cancel, please call or email 24 hours in advance or you will be charged for the event. If
NVLPC cancels an event, you will be refunded the cost of the event.
NVLPC has been approved by NBCC as a Approved Continuing Education provider, ACEP No.
6130. Programs that do not qualify for NBCC credit are clearly identified. NVLPC is solely
responsible for all aspects of the programs.

NVLPC
Mini-Expo
Northern Virginia
Licensed Professional
Counselors (NVLPC)
presents the 7th Annual
Mini-Expo at Hilton
Garden Inn–Fairfax on
November 2, 2018.
The expo is held on the
same day as the vital Fall
Workshop. This offers
an opportunity for your
company or business to
share your services, sell
products, and network
with professional
counselors.
The Mini-Expo opens
before the workshop
from 8:45am to 9:30am
and during the breakout
session from 11:00am
to 12:30pm. vendor
setup is between 7:45am
and 8:45am; with setup
completed by 8:45am.
The exhibit fee of $79
includes a table with a
table cloth, continental
breakfast, and lunch for
one participant.
Vendors receive a
$20 discount on the
registration fee for the
Fall Workshop for one
participant.
Register early. Space is
limited.
This allows us to announce
your attendance. A
separate hand-out is made
available to attendees on
the day of the workshop.

NVLPC has been approved by NBCC as an Approved Continuing Education provider, ACEP No. 6130. Programs that
do not qualify for NBCC credit are clearly identified. NVLPC is solely responsible for all aspects of the programs.
www.nvlpc.org
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Technology and Today’s Youth: Parenting in the Digital Age
empathy; sleep and emotion
regulation; sexual
development; and
relationships.

When: Friday, December 7th, Registration and Networking
starts at 9:30 AM, Presentation runs from 10:00 AM to
11:30 AM
Where: Springfield Country Club, 8301 Old Keene Mill Road,
Springfield, Virginia 22152

•

1.5 Credit Hours

To increase awareness
of the safety risks
of technology and
social media, and
how to address them,
including privacy,
inappropriate content,
cyberbullying, sexting, online
sexual solicitations, and addiction.

•

Registration Costs: Early bird pricing ends the Sunday
before the Event. Regular pricing is until the day before the
event.

To help professionals assess for indicators of unhealthy
or unsafe use of technology and social media within the
family context.

•

To provide guidance on the treatment of families
and individuals with unhealthy boundaries around
technology and social media.

Presenter: Christina Frank, LMFT, Certified Teacher of
Digital Citizenship
Contact: Melat Johnson, Events@NVLPC.org
Registration Information: Online registration is available
until: 12/7/2018

Members
Clinical/ General
Student/Resident/Retired
Non-Members All Categories

Early
Bird
$ 25
$ 20
$ 50

Regular
$ 35
$ 30
$ 60

At The
Door
$ 45
$ 40
$ 70

Register online at any time.
Checks are only accepted on the day of the event. If you wish
to secure a discount, you must register online and pay with a
credit card.
Walk-in registrations will be accepted on the day of the event
starting at 9:30 AM.
Refund, Cancellation, and Inclement Weather Polices.
To cancel, please call or email 24 hours in advance or you will
be charged for the event. If NVLPC cancels an event, you will
be refunded the cost of the event. During inclement weather
NVLPC will host the event as scheduled; events will only be
cancelled in circumstances when the federal government shuts
down due to inclement weather.
Workshop Overview:
This workshop inspires and empowers parents, educators,
and members of the mental health community by building
awareness of the impact of technology and social media
on today’s youth and family systems. Workshop objectives
include the following:
•

To provide research-based education on how technology
and social media can impact the following: mental
health and well-being; learning, speech, identity and

www.nvlpc.org

Earn 1.5 Contact Hours for attending this event.
About the Presenter: Christina Frank is a Licensed
Marriage and Family Therapist. Christina is certified in
teaching kids, teens, and families Digital Citizenship, and
uses a systemic perspective to help parents create healthy
boundaries while increasing trust and connection within the
family. Christina offers community education to both families
and professionals hoping to learn about the risks and benefits
of technology and social media. Additionally, Christina offers
individualized services to parents who would like to tailor
the information specifically to their child. Christina provides
counseling at Creative Therapy Associates to individuals,
couples, families, adolescents, young adults, and adults who
are experiencing a range of issues including family conflict,
anxiety, stress, anger, addiction, and depression. Christina also
provides counseling to couples seeking parenting support, and
couples suffering from marital conflict, intimacy issues, and
infidelity.
Networking Notice: As part of our networking
opportunities, we invite all members to bring their marketing
materials to display, and/or to introduce themselves during
our 2-minute introductions. Please let us know that you are
interested when you RSVP.
NVLPC has been approved by NBCC as an Approved Continuing
Education provider, ACEP No. 6130. Programs that do not qualify for
NBCC credit are clearly identified. NVLPC is solely responsible for all
aspects of the programs.
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Cultural Competency: Theory or Practice?
When: Friday, January 11th, Registration and Networking
starts at 9:30 AM, Presentation runs from 10:00 AM to
11:30 AM
Where: 1757 Golf Club, 45120 Waxpool Road, Dulles,
Virginia 20166
Presenter: Yesenia Villalta, Psychotherapist

Registration Information: Online registration is available
until: 1/11/2019
1.5 Credit Hours
Registration Costs: Early bird pricing ends the Sunday
before the Event. Regular pricing is until the day before the
event.

Clinical/ General
Student/Resident/Retired
Non-Members All Categories

Early
Bird
$ 25
$ 20
$ 50

Regular
$ 35
$ 30
$ 60

At The
Door
$ 45
$ 40
$ 70

Register online at any time.
Checks are only accepted on the day of the event. If you wish
to secure a discount, you must register online and pay with a
credit card.
Walk-in registrations will be accepted on the day of the event
starting at 9:30 AM.
Refund, Cancellation, and Inclement Weather Polices.
To cancel, please call or email 24 hours in advance or you will
be charged for the event. If NVLPC cancels an event, you will
be refunded the cost of the event. During inclement weather
NVLPC will host the event as scheduled; events will only be
cancelled in circumstances when the federal government shuts
down due to inclement weather.
About the Event: Today’s political climate does not make
it easy for folks, particularly marginalized communities. As
Licensed Clinicians, we have the ability to provide a service
while supporting social justice, but first we must start with
ourselves. Through this workshop, participants will leave
with a greater understanding and ease around the following
objectives:
1. Connecting current news to trauma and race
2. Understanding culturally relevant terms
www.nvlpc.org

4. Understanding how
biases can translate
into the therapy
room
5. Being a change
agent

Contact: Melat Johnson, Events@NVLPC.org

Members

3. Start examining personal
biases in a safe way

6. Accessing Resources
for continued learning
Earn 1.5 Contact Hours for attending
this event.
About the Presenter: Yesenia Villalta is a Bilingual/
Bicultural Licensed Clinical Social Worker in the state of
Virginia. She received her MSW from Barry University; her
BSW from Virginia Commonwealth University, and received
training from the Trauma Center at Justice Resource Institute.
She has 10 years of experience working with individuals,
youth and families in various settings (Residential, Outpatient,
Intensive In-Home Services and Community Outreach).
Yesenia works with high-risk families and youth that
experience traumatic stress issues related to acculturation,
assimilation, depression, and trauma. Yesenia served as the
Mental Health Intake & Youth Sexual Assault Therapist at
Consejo Counseling & Referral Services in Seattle, WA - a
Latino-serving agency where she was also an MSW Practicum
Instructor. Currently, she serves as a Social Worker in the
Tukwila School District where the focus is to implement
trauma informed perspectives in the classroom with goal to
reduce discipline referrals among children of color. Yesenia
owns private practice in the state of Virginia conducting
evaluations for immigration procedures, consulting and
coaching. Yesenia is dedicated to working withyoung adults,
families - including healers, and emerging professionals,
while addressing the minority experience, specifically first
generation.
Networking Notice: As part of our networking
opportunities, we invite all members to bring their marketing
materials to display, and/or to introduce themselves during
our 2-minute introductions. Please let us know that you are
interested when you RSVP.

NVLPC has been approved by NBCC as an Approved Continuing
Education provider, ACEP No. 6130. Programs that do not qualify for
NBCC credit are clearly identified. NVLPC is solely responsible for all
aspects of the programs.
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Avoiding Empathy Misses

Save These
Dates

BY NAN LONG, LPC, CSAT
I feel fortunate to have recently completed my training as a Certified Daring Way™ Facilitator,
learning how to implement the research of one of my personal heroes and role models, Brené
Brown. Brené’s model on shame resilience and vulnerability has not only changed how I work
as a counselor, but how I operate in all aspects of my life. This is rich and fertile ground, and I’d
like to share one of the basics here in the hope that you can utilize one of the basic tenets of The
Daring Way™.
In our work as counselors, we strive for empathy, but may miss the mark. One of the lessons in
the Daring Way™ is about empathy failure. I call these “empathy misses.” Empathy misses happen
when we strive to be kind or understanding but get it wrong. You may recognize yourself or
others when you read these.
“At Least”
Any attempt at empathy that begins with the words “At least” will be an abject failure. At
least you have a husband. At least that wasn’t your only dog. At least you know you can get
pregnant. At least he had a long life. At least she didn’t suffer. At least you have your work
to fall back on. At least you have another ovary (or eye, leg, lung, kidney, anything else that
comes in pairs).
Spiritual Empathy Miss
“Heaven must have needed another angel. This is part of God’s plan. The Lord never gives us
anything we can’t handle!”
Comparing or competing
The friend who confuses “connection” with the opportunity to one-up you. “That’s nothing.
Listen to what happened to me one time!” Brené refers to comparison as the “thief of
happiness.”
Indicating That Shame is Warranted
The friend who hears the story and actually feels shame for you. The friend gasps and
confirms how horrified you should be. Then there is an awkward silence. Then you must
make this person feel better.
Sympathy
The friend who responds with sympathy (“I feel so sorry for you”) rather than empathy (“I
get it, I feel with you, and I’ve been there”).
Disappointment
The friend who needs you to be the pillar of worthiness and authenticity. This person can’t
help you because she or he is too disappointed in your imperfections. You’ve let this person
down. Recall one of the worst things a parent could tell you- “I’m not angry with you. I am
just so disappointed in you.”
Judgment or Righteous Anger
The person who is so uncomfortable with vulnerability that she or he scolds you: “How did
you let this happen? What were you thinking?” Or, the friend looks for someone to blame:
“Who was that guy? We’ll kick his butt.”
Minimizing
The friend who is all about making it better and, out of his or her own discomfort, refuses to
acknowledge that you can actually make terrible choices or be afraid: “You’re exaggerating.

11/7/18
Resident-in-Counseling
Support Group
Meeting-West
6:30pm, Ashburn, VA

12/7/18
Board Meeting-East
12-2pm, Springfield, VA

12/12/18
Resident-in-Counseling
Support Group
Meeting-East
7-9pm, Alexandria, VA

12/12/18
Resident-in-Counseling
Support Group
Meeting-West
6:30pm, Ashburn, VA

1/11/19
Board Meeting-West
12-2pm, Dulles, VA

Bulletin

Announcements
All members are
welcome to submit
25 words (or less)
announcing a
workshop, group
or other news. For
inclusion in the next
Newsletter, please send
to newsletter@nvlpc.
org by December 10.

Continued on page 6
www.nvlpc.org
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Connect With Your Peers!

Avoiding Empathy
continued from page 5

BY AUDREY LIPPS, LPC - Newsletter Editor - newsletter@nvlpc.org
Private practice is challenging! Days filled with client sessions,
attending to insurance claims and payments, promoting your
business, staying current with the profession. All of this can
feel overwhelming, especially to those of us who are new to
the field.
The good news: being a part of a peer consult group can help
with all of the above challenges plus provide a social outlet
for what can be a solitary work life.
Last spring, having recently opened my private practice, I wanted
to connect with like-minded therapists. I had so many questions —
about clinical practice, the business side of a practice, dealing with noshows, ethical issues, and so forth. An experienced colleague suggested I join or start a
peer consult group. As it turned out, it was easy to do and it’s been wonderfully rewarding.
To start, I knew a couple of therapists who were looking to join a group in my area. I found
other clinicians on the NVLPC Peer Review Group webpage that was specifically created in
order to support NVLPC members trying to connect with peers. This was a great resource
because my own network was so limited. Names of those who are looking to join or start a
group are arranged by geographical area, and contact info is provided.
Once we had a core group established, we decided on a space in which to meet and a mutually
convenient time. We decided to limit the size of the group to five therapists, which is as many
as our space can accommodate. This is also a good number because even if a couple group
members can’t make a particular meeting, we still have enough to hold the meeting. We have
scheduled our meetings every two weeks – enough so we get to know each other, but not be too
intrusive to our schedules.
The regular meetings are enjoyable and informative, covering anything related to private
practice, from case management to business practices to self-care. We each bring a unique set
of experiences, skills, strengths, and interests to the discussion, leading to new perspectives and
ideas. We are also in touch between meetings, for instance, asking for book recommendations
on a particular topic. Finally, I think we would all agree that the camaraderie is equally as
welcome as specific discussions and suggestions.
If you have a need or even an inclination to join a peer consult group, I suggest you check out
the NVLPC Peer Review Group webpage and add your name to the growing list of like-minded
peers.

YOUR

AD
HERE
www.nvlpc.org

It wasn’t that bad. You
rock! You’re perfect!
Everyone loves you.”
Check yourself. Notice
when you fall into these
common patterns. Check
your own feelings and
words when someone
responds to you in one
of these ways. And most
important, if you commit
one of these empathy
failures (I promise, you
will, as we all do), give
yourself grace to circle
back and ask for a re-do.
It’s not a one and done.
And finally, words of true
empathy:
•

“I wish you didn’t
have to go through
that.”

•

“Thank you for
telling me this.”

•

“I don’t even know
what to say, but I am
glad I am here with
you.”

•

“I would have
trouble coping with
that.”

•

“I am here for you.”

•

And, my personal
favorite: “Me, too.”
Hashtag, or no
hashtag.

Advertising
Are you interested in advertising your practice,
services and/or event to our membership of over
350 clinicians throughout Northern Virginia?
Business card to Full page ad sizes are available.
Email advertising@nvlpc.org for details.
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Eliminating the “Quick Fix” from Therapy
BY ERIKA CARLSON, LCSW
Generally speaking, we live in a society that enables instant gratification. Enhanced technology
allows us to flow through life with general ease and little effort while call centers and service
providers are typically available 24 hours to support their customers. While I won’t complain
about these improved accommodations, I’m also aware that we are gradually learning and
adapting to the idea that our needs can be met with speed, immediacy, and frankly with little
effort. And, as our daily functionality becomes more and more dependent on technology and
the successful functioning of external factors, it seems also that the expectations for our intrinsic
functioning and wellness are not excluded from this developing phenomenon.
As mental health providers, we tend to be grouped into those external factors resulting in the
pressure to serve both successfully and quickly. Jaded expectations of therapy surface within
the therapeutic relationship; it’s not uncommon for our clients to ask us to “fix the problem”
or question “can you help fix my son?” Parents express frustration at the slow progress of a
child or an adult client contemplates whether therapy is worth all the effort. We know however
that the needs of our clients are more complicated and that change is a process that demands
motivation, support and effort. As clinicians however, we can easily get trapped between
genuinely wanting to help our clients improve while responding to the client’s demand to do so
quickly and successfully. Despite this, I don’t believe the intent of our client’s pressured demands
for improvement is tainted with malicious intent. Instead, I believe it comes from a place of
desperation to improve their lives without knowing how to do so for themselves. However, their
dependence on us is often charged with a sense of urgency which can result in clinician burnout
and client-clinician stagnation.
So how can we help facilitate the desired change without falling into a stressful trap that results
in therapy stagnation and burnout? I’ll be the first to admit that I don’t have the easy answer
or the quick fix to this dilemma (sound familiar?) but I can offer some personal thoughts
and experiences that can be helpful. First, let go. Let go of the self pressure and expectation
that you can make your client change. We are facilitators of change, not the actual engine. I
encourage you to step out of the driver’s seat and be willing to assess your client’s motivation
and willingness for change. Give yourself permission to say kindly “I can’t fix you” when asked,
or address client motivation by asking “do you want to get better?” By letting go and placing
the emphasis of change back on the client, we are essentially relinquishing the responsibility,
and thus pressure, to be the fixer of our client’s life. Instead, by letting go of the pressure to
fix, we communicate a belief and hope that they can be their own problem solvers and their
own catalyst for change. We move them from dependence to independence, from stagnation
to motivation. I have personally found that this process is highly effective when initiated
in the initial sessions with a client. As clinicians, we can use this time to effectively and
compassionately communicate our willingness to help our client while also encouraging the
nurturing of their own strengths and will to be better.

Bulletin
Board
Dan Towery, MA ThM
LPC, CSOTP, provides
individual supervision
for residents working
toward licensure.
Please email Dan.
Towery@verizon.net
for more information.
Sharon Watson,
LPC, LMFT, LSATP,
NCC, ACS provides
VIRTUAL supervision.
It’s convenient and
easy - you don’t even
have to leave home!
703.350.5002 or
sharonhazwatson@
hotmail.com
Sandra Molle,
LPC, BCN, provides
individual and group
supervision for
residents working
toward licensure.
Please call 703498-7403 for more
information, email
skmolle@verizon.net.

Second, I often ask myself during sessions, “am I actually listening to my client?” I realize this
goes back to basics but consider contemplating this question a little deeper. Research results
vary on the percentage, but we know that an overwhelming percentage of communication
is transmitted to others nonverbally. We are also aware of how our own assumptions and
judgments interfere with the actual dialogue between us and our clients. Listening is a skill
and a skill that once honed and mastered can make a world of difference for our clients. I
find that I’m most artful with my listening when I adopt an inquisitive mindset with my
client. I acknowledge that my client knows herself the best and when I approach the session
with authentic interest and desire to understand, it validates the client and strengthens the

Continued on page 8
www.nvlpc.org
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Eliminating the “Quick Fix” continued from page 7
therapeutic alliance. This also provides the client an opportunity to practice self validation and
understanding, both of which can require modeling and clinician coaching to learn. When
I comment on body language that conflicts with what I verbally hear, I’m in essence giving
my client permission to become more revealing and more vulnerable to the process. When I
avoid assumptions and ask “what do you really mean when you say…”, I am communicating
acceptance and a willingness to better to understand her. Finally, I encourage each of you to
ask yourself after each session “what did I miss? How could I have been a more effective listener
for my client? At what times did I find my mind wondering? At what point did I choose to not
listen?” This self reflection can serve as a powerful tool and likely a future motivator for us to
adopt a more inquisitive listening ear in subsequent sessions.
Clinician authenticity, when communicated verbally, can also be a powerful tool for promoting
change in our clients. A clinician’s willingness to be authentic provides an opportunity for
the therapeutic relationship to move away from an off-balanced tier to instead a genuine
partnership. Authentic responses and self disclosure, when used in the interest of the client, can
facilitate problem solving while also modeling appropriate responses to a particular interaction.
Recently in a client session, I recognized my own weariness to effectively respond to a client
who was telling me about an argument between her and a friend. Her body language was
animated, heated, and defensive and her voice was loud and sharp. I feared that my response
or questioning would only further agitate her. Rather than empathize with her frustration
to placate her behavior (and thus my discomfort), I responded authentically and with self
disclosure: “I’m noticing my own reactions to your behavior right now and I’m aware that my
inclination is to be subtle and careful so as to not make you more upset. I have an urge to not
be genuine with you in fear of making you more upset. Do you think other people might feel
the same that I do around you right now?” In this case, revealing my own vulnerability (losing
control of the situation) relayed validation with a challenge for her to consider change and selfreflection. Clinician authenticity can also model appropriate and more effective responses for
our clients, particularly those who present with unsteady relationships.
Finally, distinguishing our own fears and vulnerabilities can also serve to promote change and
growth within our clients. Often, I see clinician vulnerabilities masked by anxiety and fear of
losing control of either a client or group session. Attempt at control reduces our anxieties in
treatment but also communicates to ourselves a false sense of success. Instead, avoiding those
uncomfortable vulnerabilities can stall or even prevent client change and progress. We can
begin to address our vulnerabilities by asking ourselves “what is the threat?” or “what am I afraid
of losing?” or “what will happen if I fail?” When I think about clinician fears and vulnerabilities,
I’m reminded of a clinician who responded fearfully and timidly to group therapy. Planned
activities, mostly in written form, appeased her anxieties and gave her focus in the context of
group work. While she felt more or less in control of the group sessions, she reported that her
groups lacked depth and were more superficial in nature. In response, she committed to lead a
group with no planned activity other than to allow the group to process their current treatment
and progress. The effect was profound for her; while she was aware of her anxiety and fear that
she could lose control over the group, she also experienced a deeper level of attention to the
group dynamics. Without being held hostage to what she wanted for the group, she allowed
the group to process what they needed and what they wanted from each other. Relinquishing
her vulnerabilities allowed for the group to process more effectively under the guidance of a
more confident and skilled clinician. Personally, I’m also reminded of my own anxieties in
therapy. From time to time, I might say something or respond to a client that is upsetting or
elicits frustration. In choosing to minimize my own discomforts by ignoring the interaction,
I’ve not only failed to validate her emotional reaction to therapy but I would also have missed
an opportunity to model conflict resolution. In such a case, I’ve simply responded by saying

Upcoming
Board
Meetings
When: Friday, December
7, 12–2 PM
Where: Springfield
Country Club, 1757 Golf
Club, Dulles, VA
Contact: Sarah Keeley,
President@nvlpc.org
Registration
Information: Online
About the Events:
Board Members,
Directors, Committee
Chairs and Members,
please RSVP for this
Board Meeting. No charge,
just a “yes/no” response
required to RSVP. You
must be logged in for the
RSVP to work.

Join a Peer
Support
Group
Looking for support,
camaraderie, and
connection with
fellow therapists?
Consider signing
up to join a Peer
Support Group.
There’s a sign-up on
the website under
For Members.

Continued on page 9
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Licensure Portability and Medicare
BY REBECCA K. HOGG, MA, NCC - Resident in counseling - residentsupportW@nvlpc.org
As you are probably aware, licensure portability is a hot topic in our profession and has
been discussed in many professional publications. Virginia became the first state to license
professional counselors in 1976 and California became the most recent and final state to license
professional counselors in 2009. Since then, our society has developed technology which has
allowed us to easily communicate face to face with others across far distances. Telehealth
communication, distance counseling, and online education programs are easily found and
accessed. Our society has become increasingly mobile and interconnected.
In Northern Virginia, it is not uncommon to meet a counselor who lives in one state and
works in one, two, or even three other jurisdictions. Licensure portability is a topic which is
particularly important for clinicians in our region as a result. Then there are many other times
when we may need to relocate our family or seek online employment outside of our region.
Currently when a professional counselor seeks licensure in a new jurisdiction, they often must
submit all the same documentation from when they were initially licensed, including, internship
hours, residency hours, course descriptions, and perhaps even take an additional exam. This is a
time-consuming process over which the professional counselor has little control.
In a review of licensure requirements across the USA, I found the graduate curriculum, postlicense hours, and supervision requirements can vary widely. In states which have licensure
reciprocity agreements, the applications are generally reviewed on an individual basis which can
take months. These barriers to licensure can prevent a professional counselor from accepting
new employment opportunities. Additionally, this presents a barrier to new counselors in the
process of obtaining initial licensure or having just obtained licensure, as they may be told the
hours obtained do not qualify, they need additional hours of supervised experience, or to take
an additional class.
In April 2017, American Mental Health Counselors Association (AMHCA), in association with
American Association of State Counseling Boards (AASCB), the Association for Counselor
Education and Supervision (ACES) and the National Board for Certified Counselors (NBCC),
developed a Joint Statement on National Counselor Licensure Endorsement Process. You can
read this statement at http://www.amhca.org/2017portability.
Many of our national professional associations are currently advocating on behalf of adding
mental health counselors to Medicare regulations in current bills making their way through the
Senate and House of Representatives. Adding language to these bills which includes licensed
professional counselors is a step towards states adding language to their licensure regulations
which follow developed licensure endorsement and portability statements. Please take a moment
to add your voice to that of other professional counselors by reaching out to your state and
federal Senators and Representatives when issues come up which promote consistency across
licensure regulations and inclusion of licensed professional counselors in these critical bills. You
can take action now on HR.3032 and S.1879. Find more information and sample contact letters
at http://www.amhca.org/advocacy/medicare and https://www.counseling.org/governmentaffairs/actioncenter.
Learn more about these two bills at https://www.congress.gov/bill/115th-congress/housebill/3032 and https://www.congress.gov/bill/115th-congress/senate-bill/1879.
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Eliminating the
“Quick Fix”

continued from page 8
“I said something that
upset you” or more
directly, “are you upset
with me?” Ultimately, this
communicates acceptance
of the client’s reaction
and gives her permission
to express herself openly
with me. Most importantly
however, it deepens the
therapeutic alliance and
builds trust between us
which I can then capitalize
on to move her towards
desired change.
Ultimately, we are
reminded that our clients
desire and deserve a
better life for themselves.
Therapeutic relationships
can be complicated,
strained, and demanding
at times. If we can
recognize the impact of
how their everyday lives
influence their approach
and expectations to
treatment, we can identify
ways to successfully
navigate such hurdles. Self
disclosing our limitations
and vulnerabilities can
move a client toward
independence just
as modeling conflict
resolution and offering
validation can generate
motivation. So, let’s help
our clients relinquish
the need to “fix it” and
adapt a “let’s change
it” way of looking at
treatment, starting with
one vulnerability and
authentic communication
at a time.
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Calendar of Events 2018-2019
Date

Speakers

Title of Event

Location

Time

9/14/18

Jaime Hoyle, JD, Executive Director,
Virginia Boards of Counseling,
Psychology, and Social Work

VA Board of Counseling: Case Studies on Defending Your
License

East

10:00-11:30am

9/28/18

Rona Hitlin-Mason, LPC, LLC

Divorce Options: What Clients Need to Know to Make
Healthy Decisions

West

10:00-11:30am

10/12/18

Lisa Kruger, PhD, LPC, NCC

Shame and Moral Injury in Military Culture

East

10:00-11:30am

10/26/18

Erika Carlson, LCSW and Rachel
Cherian, LCSW

West

10:00-11:30am

11/2/18

Lisa Ferentz, LCSW-C

Dialectical Behavior Therapy: Treating Clients with Risky
Behavior
Fall Workshop and Mini-Expo: Trauma, Attachment
and Creative Modalities for Grounding, Soothing, and
Containment

Hilton Garden
Inn, Fairfax

9:00-3:30pm

12/7/18

Christina Frank, LMFT, Certified Teacher
Technology and Today’s Youth: Parenting in the Digital Age
of Digital Citizenship

East

10:00-11:30am

1/11/19

Yesenia Villalta, Psychotherapist

Cultural Competency: Theory or Practice?

West

10:00-11:30am

1/25/19

Marla Zometsky, LPC, CSAC

Early Intervention in Psychosis

East

10:00-11:30am

2/8/19

Dr. Amy Fortney Parks, LPC, ACS

The Road to Licensure

West

10:00-11:30am

2/22/19

Kirsten Lundeberg, LPC, LMFT

3/15/19

Michelle Mays, LPC, CSAT-S

3/29/19

Annetta Benjamin, LPC, NCC

4/12/19

Gail Guttman, LCSW

4/26/19

Yashika Neaves, PhD Candidate

5/31/19

LaNail R. Plummer, Ed.D, LPC (DC),
LCPC (M), NCC, ACS

Internal Family Systems Therapy: Deepening Your
Understanding
Betrayal and Gaslighting: The Emotional and Psychological
Trauma of Being Chronically Lied to
Identifying Life Helpers and Hurts through Daily
Journaling Activities

East

10:00-11:30am

West

10:00-11:30am

East

10:00-11:30am

Integrating Couples and Sex Therapy

West

10:00-11:30am

East

10:00-11:30am

West

10:00-11:30am

Current Research on Outpatient Treatment for Women:
Breaking Generational Cyclic Opioid Addictions
The Impact of Race & Gender with Clients and in Clinical
Supervision

Our Events and Workshop Chairs are working on finalizing details with presenters and venues for some of the events. As the
information becomes available, additional information will be provided through future newsletters and the website. Always check
the website for the most updated information and registration links.

NVLPC has been approved by NBCC as an Approved Continuing Education Provider, ACEP No. 6130. Programs that do not qualify for NBCC credit
are clearly identified. NVLPC is solely responsible for all aspects of the programs.
www.nvlpc.org
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The Supervision Corner
BY SHARON WATSON - Supervision Chair - supervision@nvlpc.org
This article has two sections: information that needs repeating and information from the recent
Virginia Board of Counseling Summit.
The following information is based on questions I have recently been asked as the Supervision
Chair:
1. Supervision only “counts” if it’s face-to-face (either in person or virtually) in which the
resident and supervisor can visually see each other. Therefore, phone sessions do not count
towards supervision! (See the LPC Licensure Process Handbook, pg 9).
2. Group supervision is defined as NO MORE THAN 6 residents in a group. On pg 9 of
the LPC Licensure Process Handbook it says: “What is group supervision? The Board’s
definition means the process of clinical supervision of no more than six persons in a group
setting provided by a qualified supervisor.”
3. Don’t forget to count the 200 hours of supervision required for licensure as part of the
3,400 hours of work hours required for licensure. They are part of “ancillary” hours. If
you’re lucky enough to receive supervision at your workplace you would likely receive the
supervision during your regular business hours and therefore it wouldn’t even cross your
mind that you’re including the supervision time in your total hours. But if your supervision
is held after business hours or if you work at a job that doesn’t provide supervision and
you receive offsite supervision, you might not think to include those hours. So, this is a
reminder to remember to count them! (See the LPC Licensure Process Handbook, pg 9).
4. Also don’t forget this: “Up to 20 hours of the supervision received during the supervised
internship may be counted toward the 200 hours of in-person supervision if the
supervision was provided by a LPC.” This is from the LPC Licensure Process Handbook, pg
8. So yes, even though you didn’t register that LPC supervisor with the Board during your
internship, 20 of the supervision hours you received from that LPC during the internship
still count. No distinction seems to be made between individual or group supervision
during those 20 hours so it appears either would count.
IMPORTANT UPDATES !!!!
I have some information from the 2018 supervision summit held by the Virginia board of
counselors on Friday, September 7. I was unable to attend so this information was provided by a
colleague who attended specifically for the purpose of clarifying the issue of client payments in
supervision. There were three important take-aways from the summit.
1. Client payments in supervision.
The board confirmed again that residents are not allowed to take payment in any form from a
client or insurance. The Board also said that any entity created by a resident such as forming
an LLC or simply getting a business license even if the LLC or business are named as a practice
name rather than the resident’s own name still constitutes taking payment and is also not
allowed.
So, cash must be given to the supervisor, checks must be made out to the supervisor and cashed
by the supervisor (especially since endorsing the check and giving it to the resident is unlikely
nowadays to be accepted by a bank), and credit card payments are to be given to the supervisor.
In several previous newsletter articles, I’ve said that this seems to be an issue with some
supervisors. I believe it’s because they are concerned that the residents’ client payments would
be considered income for them instead of the resident and therefore affect their tax status. I’m

Bulletin
Board
Are you looking
for Group LPC
Supervision? 1st
Sunday of every
month in Alexandria
for 4 hrs of group
supervision. Limited
space available. Email
dramyfortneyparks@
gmail.com
CONGRATULATIONS
to Rebecca Hogg on
receiving her LPC
licensure in November
2018. WAY TO GO!
DBT-based
counseling group
Dealing with Difficult
Emotions 101, Falls
Church, now enrolling
new clients. Daytime
and evening groups
available. 6 weeks,
$350. crystalhamling@
gmail.com
Office space short
walk from Reston
Wiehle metro. Tranquil,
newly-renovated
business center.
Fully furnished with
many amenities. Price
negotiable. Option to
join private practice
serving veterans and
others. Contact Steve:
zappi77@gmail.com

Continued on page 12
www.nvlpc.org
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The Supervision Corner continued from page 11
not sure why the supervisors think this because, although the
payment does go to the supervisor, the entire amount goes
right back out to the resident which can be shown on any
accounting program to prove to the IRS it’s not income.
So, let’s look at some options. The point would be to create
a “location” to be a holding place to put the money between
payment by the client and return of the entire amount to the
resident. I imagine a bank account that has the supervisor’s
name on it that is not related to their business account would
be possible, where the supervisor either pays out directly
to the resident or gives access for the resident to be able to
remove the money. That’s one option, but not a very good
option if you have several residents. But there are entities that
aren’t a bank in which to hold the funds. Pay Pal, I believe,
charges for using their services, however they own Venmo
which doesn’t charge. The resident’s client could pay the
supervisor on Venmo and the supervisor could then send
that payment to the resident. That way the funds don’t go
into the supervisor’s business account and would therefore
not be confused as income. There are likely other apps similar
to Venmo so that would be good to explore. If you know of
other options you’re using, please let me know.
2. Residents in private practice.
I have the impression from what I was told by the summit
attendee, that the Board is not particularly happy with
residents going into private practice. I am persistently
disappointed in the barriers that Residents face with being
unable to become licensed which I’ve written about at length
in previous Supervision Corner newsletter articles, so I will
refer you to those without going into that here. But please be
assured that there is no regulation against a resident going into
private practice
3. NCMHCE
Another very important topic that was discussed at the
summit is that the NCMHCE exam through NBCC can be
taken at any time: post-graduation or during the residency.
Note that NBCC uses either the NCE or NCMHCE exams for
obtaining National Certified Counselor certification, but this
is specifically regarding the NCMHCE.
Although the purpose of taking this exam is to become an
NCC, the added advantage of choosing to take the NCMHCE
is that it is the exam that is required for Virginia LPC
licensure. This means that if you meet the requirements (i.e.
attended a CACREP accredited program), you don’t have
to wait to take the exam for Virginia licensure until you’ve
completed your 200 hours of supervision, 3400 hours of work,
and 2000 hours of face-to-face work. This would put you
ahead of the game in that if you pass the NCMHCE before

www.nvlpc.org

completing the requirements for Virginia, you don’t have to
wait even longer after finishing your supervision to sit for the
exam before being licensed.
Here is the information directly from the NBCC website
(bolding is by me):
“Supervision
You must document at least 100 hours of postgraduate
counseling supervision over a minimum 24-month period.
This requirement is waived in certain circumstances:
for graduates of CACREP-accredited programs; for fully
state-licensed professional counselors; for those who have
had a degree conferred from a regionally accredited doctoral
program in counseling.
Professional Endorsement
You must obtain endorsement from a professional colleague
who holds a master’s degree or higher in a mental health
field. The individual providing endorsement cannot be
related to the applicant and cannot be the same individual
verifying supervision.
Work Experience
You must document having completed at least 3,000
hours of postgraduate counseling work experience over a
minimum 24-month period. This requirement is waived
in certain circumstances: for graduates from CACREPaccredited programs; for fully state-licensed professional
counselors; for those who have had a degree conferred from
a regionally accredited doctoral program in counseling.”
And remember, while you’re waiting to sit for the exam
after completing the 200 hours of supervision, you are not
allowed to practice independently until you’ve been notified
you’ve passed the exam which means you have to continue
supervision until you pass. This wouldn’t be an issue for a
resident in an exempt employment situation but would be
financially painful if you’re a resident in private practice or
a non-exempt employment situation where you would have
to continue to pay for supervision until you’ve been notified
you’ve passed the exam. However, note that the process is not
automatic. If you passed the NCMHCE, you must request
that the results be sent to the board at the time you apply for
licensure (or maybe even a little ahead of time).
This information apparently has been true for some time,
has been known by the Board, but has simply not been made
known to supervisors and residents, at least that I have been
aware of. If anyone has seen this at any point on the Board
website please let me know.

Continued on page 13
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ACA COUNSELING CORNER BLOG
This column can be reprinted in full or in part with attribution to the American Counseling
Association’s Counseling Corner Blog.

Have You Been Losing The “Joy” In Your Life?
According to the dictionary, joy is the emotion brought on by well-being, success or good
fortune. When we’re feeling joy, we’re happy and finding good things in our lives.
While measuring joy might seem hard to do, there’s one test you can try. Think about what your
initial feelings are when you wake up in the morning. Are they about the joy and excitement
the coming day should bring, or are they thoughts of dread and anxiety for all the pressures and
responsibilities you’ll have to face? If finding joy is difficult for you to do, it’s time to take action
to put some pleasure back into your life.
A first step should be understanding what joy means for you. It’s not the same for everyone.
Close your eyes and think about pleasant people, places, things and experiences that have
brought you real joy. Joy should come from significant things, not just fleeting gladness because

Continued on page 14

The Supervision
Corner

continued from page 12
As always, if you feel I’ve
been inaccurate in anything
I’ve written, please email
me and if I’ve made an error
I will write a correction
in the next article. If
you have any questions
or any ideas for future
supervision topics, please
let me know. I’m happy
to research any questions
you may have regarding
supervision, residency, and
the regulations. You can
email me at supervision@
nvlpc.org.

OFFICE TO SUBLET

Sunlit office with spacious waiting room is available 1-6 days per week, hourly use
may be considered. This Fairfax office is conveniently bordered by Routes 123, 66, and
29/211 (50) on Eaton Place. Yes, for peak insurance benefits, it is located EAST of 123. The
handicap accessible space which is on the first floor has convenient premises parking. A
complimentary 2nd floor gym/food-vending facility adds to the usual office amenities.
Mentoring – 31 years of experience – is available in the areas of loss/grief/transition,
women’s/men’s issues, relationships, & PD. If you have interest, come visit.
Email: lifeskilpc@aol.com
PAID ADVERTISEMENT. While NVLPC accepts and publishes paid advertising, it accepts no legal responsibility for products and programs
advertised herein.

www.nvlpc.org

Yahoo
Group
Did you know
NVLPC hosts an
email group just for
members who are
current in their paid
membership?
NVLPC Members,
request to join our
Yahoo Group here!
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ACA COUNSELING CORNER continued from page 13
there was less traffic today or that you’re having your favorite dinner tonight.
Our sense of joy grows from our emotional, physical and mental well-being. There are a
number of ways to significantly improve all those.
A starting point is to enjoy your relationships. Look for the things in your family, friends and
even your job that are important to you, make you feel good and bring you joy.
And it’s important to look for the positive. Often we focus on the negative, ignoring the
numerous little things in our day that make us happy.
It’s also helpful to realize that life is too short to see only negative things or people when there
is so much around that can bring you satisfaction. Take time to watch a sunset, to appreciate
nature, and to spend a few moments each day meditating on the positive things in your life.
You need to also take care of yourself. Eating right, staying active and getting plenty of rest are
all ways to find more of the joy in life. While most days might bring something problematic or
stressful, when you make time for yourself to focus on the good in your life, it becomes easier to
minimize the stress and tension you may be facing.
Finding the joy in your life is not something that simply happens to you. Your goal, on a daily
basis, is to actively seek out the things that bring you joy.
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